Meet Your Instructors
Decide on Your Workshops and Breakouts

Sponsors:

Heather Summer Cariou, BFA, MA

The Things We Carry

Thursday, July 22 – 4:00-5:00 pm

Discernment is an important part of writing our way forward. The writing in this workshop will unfold in the spirit
of the Guild's original purpose to inspire both personal growth and literary excellence. It will provide a space in
which to discern those things we carry which may or may not serve our lives and writing in the times to come.
We’ll make compassionate inquiry into labels we’ve worn, secrets we’ve held, dreams we’ve cherished, capacities
we’ve depleted or stories that have defined us. We’ll ask what’s worth the weight and what needs to be set down,
with grace, in order to cross the next threshold . This is not an abstract exercise. Your writing will be grounded in
the concrete, and the poems, essays or stories produced will likewise carry their own material weight. We'll begin
with a brief guided discussion and then move into writing. I'll provide three texts - a poem, a brief narrative
excerpted from memoir, and an image from among which you may select your personal prompt. You may write for
yourself, or on behalf of a larger audience you see yourself a part of, in the genre of your choice. You’ll be given
time and opportunity to share your writing in a supportive, caring forum. All are welcome and celebrated.
HEATHER SUMMERHAYES CARIOU B.F.A., M.S. (Narrative Medicine) was a 2016/17 post-graduate Fellow in
Narrative Medicine at Columbia University, and recipient of the 2019 Stanford Med Kalanithi Writing Award. She
worked professionally as an actor/singer/dancer in both Canada and the U.S. before turning to writing. She is the
author of Sixtyfive Roses: A Sister’s Memoir, an award-winning best seller that grew out of countless IWWG
Summer Conference workshops. A damn-the-torpedoes kind of gal, she once paddle-captained a raft full of
screaming women through Rogue River's Blossom Bar rapid and cooked a “full-Kabuki” Thanksgiving dinner in a
Baltimore hotel room for the cast and crew of a Broadway-bound musical. She has been a Guild member for 38
years, serving on the Board for 20 of them. A former columnist for Troy Media, she is currently working on a book
centered on the story of her brother’s recent double-lung transplant and collaborating with author Ann BurackWeiss to adapt her memoir The Lioness in Winter: Writing an Old Woman's Life to the stage.
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Kristina Ryan Tate

Tackling Revision
Thursday, July 22 – 4:00-5:00 pm
Real writing begins with rewriting, draft, after draft, after draft. Yet, revision is often the most challenging part
of the writing process. How do we dig deeper and color in the edges to make our writing more evocative
without losing its meaning? How do we use the senses to make it come to life? In this workshop, we'll learn
how to approach all stages of the revision process, to amplify our prose, and deepen our characters. We'll
discuss techniques for revising the macro level of a story—perhaps approach the same material from a
different character's perspective or from an entirely different point of view (third person as opposed to firstperson say)—and we'll explore those that help us get really specific, taking it line by line.
Kristina Ryan Tate is a writer and traveler. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in Narratively, Guernica,
Proximity, BOMB, and elsewhere. A graduate from Columbia University's MFA program and Arizona State
University, Kristina lives and works in Portland, Oregon. She’s currently working on a novel.

Sponsors:

Laurie Cooper

How to Get More Visibility & Discoverability Online
Thursday, July 22 – 4:00-5:00 pm

Join Laurie Cooper from Pub-Craft: Marketing For Books & Brands as she takes you through the top steps to
getting more visibility and discoverability online. This info-packed workshop is specially catered to authors
and the challenges they face including cost-effective marketing, cross-promotion, connecting with their ideal
readers, and more!
This workshop will be presented online with dedicated time for Q&A. The speaker plans to respond to the
specific concerns of the attendees and spend a portion of the workshop answering questions. Ask any
unanswered questions in Pub-Craft's private FB group for authors, #AskPubCraft
www.facebook.com/groups/askpubcraft
Laurie Cooper launched her online business, Pub-Craft: Marketing for Books and Brands, in October 2013.
Since then, Laurie and her team of virtual assistants have helped over 100 authors achieve their NYT and
USA Today bestselling dreams. While she works with authors from around the world, Laurie calls Ottawa,
Canada her home. She graduated from Carleton University in 2012 with combined High Honours in
Communication Studies and Global Politics, later returning to academia to complete graduate studies in
Marketing Management. You can connect with Laurie on Facebook (#AskPubCraft), Twitter
(@pubcraftteam), and Instagram (@pubcraftteam), and find out more about Pub-Craft at www.PubCraft.com.
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BREAKOUTS

BREAKOUTS/HAPPENINGS – Thursday, July 22
• 3:00 – 3:45 pm Non-Fiction Revisions Circle
• 3:00 – 3:45 pm Keynote Discussion Group
• 3:00 – 3:45 pm PLOTTR Demonstration
• 3:00 – 4:00 pm Agent Appointments
(must be booked in advance)
• 5:00 pm Raffle before dinner break
• 6:30 pm Readings from the latest edition
of Network

Sponsors:

Trish Hopkinson

How to Choose Publications for your Poetry
A Special Panel on Poetry and Publications
Friday, July 23 – 1:00-2:00 pm
You want to see your poetry published but there are so many literary magazines and journals, how do you
choose? In this interactive panel, literary advocate and poet Trish Hopkinson provides methods to help whittle
down the wide variety of publications along with categorized lists and other tips. The panel includes plenty of
time for live Q&A, so bring your specific questions about submitting! opposed to first-person say)—and we'll
explore those that help us get really specific, taking it line by line.
Trish Hopkinson is a poet and literary arts advocate. You can find her online at SelfishPoet.com and
provisionally in Colorado, where she runs the regional poetry group Rock Canyon Poets, curates Poetry
Happens for KRCL 90.9 FM, and is a Poetry Reader for The Adroit Journal. Her poetry has been published in
several magazines and journals, including Sugar House Review, Glass Poetry Press, and The Penn Review; and
her fourth chapbook Almost Famous was published by Yavanika Press in 2019. Hopkinson happily answers to
labels such as atheist, feminist, and empty nester; and enjoys traveling, live music, and craft beer.
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Caits Meissner
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Introduction to Poetry Comics & Graphic Narrative
Friday, July 23 – 4:00-5:00 pm

In this introduction to poetry comics and graphic narratives, learn a series of basic tips and tricks for the
creative process, then try your hand at a mini-comic of your own!
Caits Meissner is the author of the illustrated hybrid poetry book Let It Die Hungry (The Operating System,
2016). Her latest projects include the DIY comix poetry zine Pep Talks For Broke(n) People and a comix
vignette series, New York Strange, publishing monthly in Hobart Journal throughout 2020. She currently is
the inaugural Palette Poetry Second Book Fellow and spends her days as Director of Prison and Justice
Writing at PEN America.
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Linda Lowen

Micro Memoir – Your Life in 200 Words or Less
Friday, July 23 – 4:00-5:00 pm
Memoir doesn't have to cover decades to tell a story. Sometimes a single moment, vividly depicted,
illuminates a life. If you’ve wanted to write memoir but are overwhelmed at the immensity of the task—or
you’re already writing but need a fresh approach—consider micro memoir. The smaller format can be freeing,
allowing you to focus on an event that serves as a microcosm of the larger experience. In this workshop you’ll
write a short 200-word piece and discover less is more. This quick, easy technique will help you capture details
of a unique life well-lived: your own.
A book reviewer for Publishers Weekly, Linda Lowen’s micro nonfiction has been published in the New York
Times and in Tiny Love Stories: True Tales of Love in 100 Words or Less (Artisan Books, December 2020). Her
writing advice has appeared in The Writer and Writer's Digest magazines. A creative nonfiction instructor for
the Downtown Writer's Center in Syracuse, NY, she's the founder of https://alwayswantedtowrite.com/ which
offers online writing classes. Linda has presented at writing conferences from the Chautauqua Writers' Festival
to HippoCamp, the annual nonfiction conference of Hippocampus Magazine.
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Misty Simon

Mindmapping: from Plotters to Pantsers to Plantsers
Friday, July 23 – 4:00-5:00 pm

From plotters to pantsers to plantsers, this easy method to work out the details before you get started, or
even while you're in the process, can streamline your writing. While in class we will craft a story together;
sometimes it gets a little crazy. I'll show you how to get out of your own way and jot down the ideas that will
get you writing better, faster, and hopefully more creatively when you already have a framework.
Misty Simon always wanted to be a storyteller…preferably behind a Muppet. Animal was number one,
followed closely by Sherlock Hemlock… Since that dream didn’t come true, she began writing stories to
share her world with readers, one laugh at a time. Touching people’s hearts and funny bones are two of her
favorite things, and she hopes everyone at least snickers in the right places when reading her books.
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BREAKOUTS

BREAKOUTS/HAPPENINGS – Friday, July 23
• 3:00 – 3:45 pm Young Members Discussion
• 3:00 – 3:45 pm Keynote Discussion Group
• 3:00 – 3:45 pm AUTOCRIT Demonstration
• 3:00 – 4:00 pm Agent Appointments
(must be booked in advance)
• 5:00 pm Raffle before dinner break
• 6:30 pm OPEN MIC
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Marsha McGregor

Follow Your Instincts, Write What You Find:
Crafting the Personal Essay
Saturday, July 24 – 4:00-5:00 pm

It isn’t the essayist’s job to be wise or profound, sophisticated or self-assured. What we aim for is the
honest exploration of an idea—big or small—that’s following us around. Personal essays that resonate with
meaning come from the writer’s willingness to follow the thread of her instincts and report the surprises
she finds along the way. We’ll work with some hands-on ways to enter our process with a wide-open mind.
Marsha McGregor is a widely published writer of personal essays. Her work has appeared in The Kenyon
Review Online, BrainChild, BrainTeen, Zone 3, Fourth Genre, Literary Mama and four anthologies, including
the forthcoming A Harp in the Stars, An Anthology of Lyric Essays (University of Nebraska Press). She has
been a contributing columnist for Cleveland Magazine since 2008. www.marshamcgregor.com
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Kisha Nicole Foster

Poetry Revisions
Saturday, July 24 – 4:00-5:00 pm
See your poems with fresh eyes through the creative process of revision. In this workshop, learn poetic forms
and revisions strategies from the works of Wanda Coleman, Yoko Ono, CA Conrad, Shane McCrae, Russell
Atkins and RD Liang.
Kisha Nicole Foster is the recipient of the 2019 Cleveland Arts Prize for Emerging Artist in Literature. She is the
author of Poems: 1999-2014 and Bloodwork. Foster is also in her fourth year as Regional Coordinator for
Poetry Out Loud, a program of The Poetry Foundation and the National Endowment of the Arts, sponsored
through The Ohio Arts Council. Foster crafted and commissioned poems for the Tamir Rice Foundation and
their event “Arts, Activism, and Legacy” at the Cleveland Museum of Art, and “Giving Back: The Soul of
Philanthropy Reframed and Exhibited” sponsored by The Soul of Philanthropy at the Rocket Mortgage
Fieldhouse. Foster holds a BA from Cleveland State University in English - Creative Writing.
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Sarra Cannon

How to Create Realistic Writing Goals (And Stick to Them!)
Saturday, July 24 – 4:00-5:00 pm
We all have big dreams when it comes to our work, but so often, we let other priorities get in the way of
our precious writing time. In this workshop, Sarra Cannon will share her proven techniques for creating a
writing schedule that's realistic, setting goals you'll actually have fun sticking to, and finding the motivation
to keep going, even when it's tough.
Sarra Cannon is the indie author of more than twenty-five Young Adult contemporary fantasy novels,
including her bestselling Shadow Demons Saga. Her novels often stem from her own experiences growing
up in the small town of Hawkinsville, Georgia, where she learned that being popular always comes at a
price and relationships are rarely as simple as they seem.
With over three-quarters of a million books sold, Sarra is also passionate about helping fellow authors
learn to organize their writing life in a way that puts joy and creativity at the forefront. She is the host of
the successful YouTube channel and blog Heart Breathings, where she talks about everything from
productivity to plotting. Sarra lives in Charleston, South Carolina with her supportive husband and her two
young children.
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BREAKOUTS

BREAKOUTS/HAPPENINGS – Saturday, July 24
• 3:00 – 3:45 pm Challenged Voices
• 3:00 – 3:45 pm Keynote Discussion Group
• 3:00 – 3:45 pm Poetry Revision
• 3:00 – 4:00 pm Agent Appointments
(must be booked in advance)
• 5:00 pm Raffle and Conference Close
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